seat widths for heavyweight users
Eurochair Vario XXL 1.760

Fields of
application

Adjustment

Operation

Accessories

●● Especially suited for heavy

●● Manifold adjustment possi-

●● Foldable

●● Walking stick holder

●● Handrim drive/ push drive

●● Reflectors

duty use
●● Long-term provision with

high adjustment demands
for independent mobility

●●
●●

●● Mostly implemented at

home, but also in rehabilitation clinics to achieve
therapeutic goals
●● Implementation on diffe-

rent forms of drives

●●
●●
●●
●●
●●
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●●

bilities to the body measures of the user
Seat width from 50 – 58 cm
Chassis adjustment by
means of angle adjustable
castor stem and rear wheel
adapter plate
Back rest adjustment with
adjustable straps
Seat depth adjustment
from 43 - 46 cm serially
Selection of different armrests and leg supports
Wide selection of accessories
Starting at 16.5 kg overall
weight
User weight up to 160 kg

●● Leg supports can be swi-

velled inwards or outwards
●● Lockable arm supports,

foldable towards the back
●● All rear wheels incl. quick-

release axle
●● Pressure brake
●● Drumbrake for attendant

(option)
●● Step aid serially

●● Anti-tippers
●● Push bar
●● Seat belt
●● Brake lever extension
●● Therapy table
●● Auxiliary drive

Foot plate
Code 54
The one-piece footplate can
be folded up on one side and
thus also allows the easy folding of the wheelchair.

Stability
The reinforcement elements
used in the rear frame ensure
a stable relief of the serial
back attachment.

Folding procedure
After loosing the push bar
locking device the Eurochair
Vario XXL can be folded without any problems.

Especially durable!

Lightweight wheelchairs

Push bar
Code 814
The push bar attached
between the back tubes enables stable driving behaviour
and can simultaneously be
used as a comfortable pushing aid.

Seat cover
Also the seat cover was reinforced in the.

The targeted implementation of rigid frame connection elements provide the folding
wheelchair with the stability required for its field of application. A double cross brace
guarantees high frame stability and an excellent frame connection.

Technical data
Seat width in cm
Width unfolded in mm

50 / 53

53 / 56

58 / 61

65 / 68

680 / 710

710 / 740

760 / 790

830 / 860

Width folded in mm
Seat depth in cm

280 / 310
43 / 46

Seat height front / rear in cm
Overall height in mm
Back height in cm
Arm support height in mm

variable 43 to 51,5

User weight

160 / 200

Empty weight

16

Permitted overall weight

176

Transport weight

10

Driving wheel

600 (24")

960
42 / 44
230

Length with foot support in mm

maximum 1070

Length w/o foot support in mm

maximum 840

Weights in kg, wheels in mm, tolerances ± 1 cm

Further information can be found under www.meyra-ortopedia.de
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